
Unit 1
Lesson 1a lesson 1b

Textbook pages pages i, ii, 1-3 pages 4-7

Home Workbook Lesson 1a Lesson 1b

New Letters L

New Vowels È Ç

New Elements silent ä at end of word

Vocabulary éîÄLÀ/íLÅ úBøð…
úa˜LÇ äìÈç—
øôÈBL ïé‹é
äðˆLÈ ätÈékÄ

ïç˜ìÀLË àq•kÄ
íBìLÈ ïç˜ìÀLË

äLÈ íéîÄNÜa
äìÈãŸáä— øð…

Notes
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LESSON 1a BEGINS HERE

HELP STUDENTS PERSONALIZE THIS
BOOK BY COPYING HIS OR HER
HEBREW NAME AND PASTING OR
DRAWING HIS OR HER PICTURE IN
THE SQUARE
NAMES: Before you even begin, it is a good
idea to find out your students’ Hebrew names. If
your school has that information or can request it
on the enrollment forms, you are already ahead
of the game. Otherwise, you will have to do it at
the opening class session, by calls or notes to par-
ents, or at parents’ meetings. In some cases this is
an easy process. There are, however, complica-
tions.

A) “I don’t know my Hebrew name.” That’s not
too hard. You assign the student the task of
finding out his Hebrew name. You may give
him a page to take home (“My Hebrew name,
in either Hebrew or English letters is ___.”) Or
you might call the home to find out.

B) “My Hebrew name is Shayndl Shmerel.” Well,
it’s almost a Hebrew name. It’s a Yiddish
name. That often requires a family conference.
Shayndl could be Yaffa of Naava in Hebrew
(they all mean “beautiful”), or it could be
Shoshana or Shani. Or it could remain Shayndl
Shmerel, and that’s all.

Your educational director or rabbi may help you
with this. It is, however, the family’s decision
to make and you should respect it.

NOTE: In order to establish a pattern for teaching Ot la-Ba’ot, the first few
units are a little unruly in format. Just follow the text and it will guide you
though the teaching process.



C) “My Hebrew name is Shvlkncdrrho.” Call
home! This child needs a Hebrew name, and
that’s not it.

D)“I don’t know my Hebrew name, but my
English name is Sarah.” Resist the temptation
to call her Sarah in Hebrew. She might be a
Shoshana or a Shayndl or a Shulamit. Or a
D’vorah. Send a note or call home.

E) I don’t know my Hebrew name, but my
English name is Clint.” Same as complication
D. Send a note or call home.

F & G0 “I don’t have a Hebrew name” or “My par-
ent don’t know my Hebrew name.” Resist the
temptation to do an instant naming ceremony.
First check with the parents. Then guide the
family in either researching their child’s
Hebrew name or choosing a nice new name

for their child. This can be a very powerful
experience.

Once you have your students’ names, write them
all over. You can put them on posters, on books

and on nametags. Print the
names in Hebrew. Your stu-
dents will not be able to read
them, but they will begin to
recognize their own names
and the names of their class-
mates.

PICTURES: To further personalize each child’s
book you should bring a Polaroid camera to class
and take photographs of each child to paste on
the title page of their books, or have students use
crayons, markers or colored pencils to draw a pic-
ture of themselves.

Use this page to

• help each student
personalize this
book by copying his
or her Hebrew name
and pasting or
drawing his or her
picture in the
square.
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INTRODUCING MAHIR 
AND AVI
This is the first of many Avi stories.
You will need to set an Avi story pat-
tern: The teacher reads. Students fol-

low along with their fingers. As they are able,
students say the Hebrew words they know.

Before you read the story, introduce Mahir (the
dog) and Avi (the man). 

This dynamic vision of the Hebrew
language is demonstrated by two
wonderful characters, who will
become friends with your students.
The first is a lovable little dog,

Mahir (Speedy), the first Hebrew-speaking dog in
the world. Mahir is not only a delightful friend—
helping students learn letter by letter—Mahir was
a real dog. He was the adorable dog that Eliezer

Ben Yehudah, the father of Hebrew’s rebirth,
bought for his first son, Itamar. Mahir heard and
responded only to Hebrew back in the 1880’s,
and Mahir, over one hundred years later, will
guide your students through their first Hebrew
steps.

The second character is Eliezer ben
Yehudah himself, a determined
Hebrew “fanatic.”  Using a nickname
built from his Hebrew initials, éá”àÂ AVI,
the book presents him as a purposeful,
dedicated Hebraist, devoting his every
minute to bringing Hebrew back to life
in the Land of Israel. Nowhere in Ot la-

Ba’ot does Avi ever speak English—Mahir trans-
lates when necessary—and yet your students will
grow to admire Avi, to respect his cause, and to
see themselves as part of the Hebrew-speaking
people.

Use this page to

• introduce Mahir and
Avi,

• model the way
stories will be read,

• reinforce the idea
that understanding
Hebrew is an
important part of
being Jewish.
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Even though you know Avi’s secret identity, don’t
reveal it yet. Just call him Avi. The rest of his
story will emerge as the book progresses.

READING THE STORY
The Avi stories in this book are written in English
interspersed with Hebrew words. While we
know that students will not be able to read these
stories on their own, we want them to follow
along with their fingers as you, the teacher, read
the story.

Educational theory teaches that different stu-
dents learn best in different ways. While the
dominant learning mode in this book is phonetic
decoding, these opportunities for aural acquisi-
tion and for whole word mastery will be good
reinforcement for many students. The stories are
also fun.

HEBREW AS THE LANGUAGE OF THE
JEWISH PEOPLE
The second purpose of this book is to emphasize
Hebrew as the language of the Jewish people.
While this book will concentrate on mastering
the Hebrew alphabet as a sounding system and
does not really attempt to teach students to
“speak” Hebrew, it does use the story of Mahir
and Avi and the Daber Ivrit sections to emphasize
that Hebrew is a living language that is spoken in
Israel and that unifies the Jewish people.
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SHIN VOCABULARY
This activity is best done with the
book closed, using flashcards and
vocabulary posters. After most stu-
dents can name most of the
Hebrew words when the right
poster is held up, then move on to
the introduction of the letter Shin.

Students who have previously studied from Torah
Aura texts may be familiar with most of these
words.

INTRODUCE THE SHIN
The second step is to establish that
the name of the letter we are study-
ing is Shin, and it makes a “Sh”
sound. Students who have used a
preprimer may know this. Flash cards
or an Alef-Bet chart are good ways to

do this. This is also a good time to open the book
and point to the Shin at the top of page one.

L 



THE SHIN ORIGIN STORY
Have your students find Mahir on this
page. You will read the story found
beneath Mahir. It is in English and

Hebrew. Make sure your students follow along
with a finger.

If you want to know more about the origin of
Hebrew letters, a useful resource is Torah Aura’s
Alef Bet Gimmel Dalet, Ox House Camel Door and its
teacher’s guide.

THE VOWEL BUTTON BARS
The opening page of every letter serves as an
advanced organizer and review for the entire les-
son. Therefore, this page contains the names and
sounds of the vowels we will learn with the Shin
that will be taught in lessons 1a and 1b. Use the
button bars to prepare your students. Say “Look

at the top orange bar. It shows us one of the
Hebrew vowels we are going to learn. It is a È
kammatz. It says ‘ah.’” Have students repeat the
sound of the Èkammatz. Do the same with the

ÇÇ patah. This is a “set induction.” Students will
learn the Èkammatz this session, and the ÇÇ
patah next session.

THE LETTER/VOWEL
CHART
At the bottom of the page is an

alphabet chart. It includes both consonants and
vowels. New letters and vowels are in red.
Previously learned letters and vowels will be in
black. Use this letter chart to review, reinforce
and look ahead to new letters and vowels.
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Use this page to

• teach/review five L
vocabulary words,

• introduce the letter
L Shin,

• tell the story of its
origin,

• tell the students,
“We will be
learning one vowel
today and one
vowel next time.”



INTRODUCE THE HEBREW
EXPRESSION “SHAH!”

Before you read this page, teach
one of the most useful expres-
sions in all of Hebrew—äLÈ

“Shah,” which means “quiet.” You will
probably have the occasion to use it more than
once this year. 

Ot la’Ba’ot is based on the understanding that
Hebrew is decoded through understanding that
letters become a sounding system. A silent Hey at
the end of a word has nothing to do with the
sounded Hey in other places. We introduce it
here as a silent letter, because it represents a par-
allel sound (LÈ Sha = äLÈ Shah). For the moment,
you can just refer to it as “the silent letter at the
end.” It does not need to have a name. On the

other hand, if students can name the Hey, go
ahead and name it. In a few lessons, we will meet
the Hey that sounds.

TEACH THE DIRECTION OF HEBREW
READING

Hebrew is read from right to left.
We use a yad to point the way. Have your stu-
dents find the yad for each exercise and run their
finger in the correct direction before they start
reading.

INTRODUCE LÈ AND PRACTICE
READING
It is easier to learn Hebrew one
sound at a time than it is to learn it
one letter at a time. The silent Hey

8
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has nothing to do with the Hey that sounds like
an “h”. Ot la-Ba’ot has been organized by sounds.
Make sure that students point to each äLÈ as they
read it. Make sure that their fingers travel right to
left over the line. Do not accept it as correct
when a student looks at you and recites äLÈ äLÈ
äLÈ. Looking down at the words and right to left
pointing are part of the right answer.

Lines 1, 2, and 3, can be read by students togeth-
er, in groups, and/or individually. They can be
read more than once.

TEACH THAT ONE NEEDS TO LOOK
UNDER THE HEBREW LETTERS
Students will not be able to read many of the
sounds in this discrimination exercise (lines 4-7),
but they will be able to find the letter vowel
combinations that are different. After you have
finished the exercise, ask your students, “How did

you do this?” Let them tell you that the things
under the L changed. This gives you the perfect
opportunity to explain that in Hebrew some vow-
els are placed under letters.
Learning to read Hebrew is a slow process of
learning to move your eyes very differently from
the way you do when you read English. Ot la-Ba’ot
is sequenced to facilitate the transition.

INTRODUCE LÈ AND PRACTICE
READING

Use the picture of Avi pointing to
the LÈ to teach the new way of writ-
ing the sound “sha.” Then have stu-
dents place their fingers on the yad,
trace the direction for reading

Hebrew and read lines 8 and 9. Lines can be read
more than once and by different groupings of
students—individually, in pairs, etc.

Use this page to

• introduce the
Hebrew expression
äLÈ Shah!

help students
absorb the silent ä
Hey,

• teach the direction
of Hebrew reading,

• introduce äLÈ and
practice reading,

• teach that one has
to look under
Hebrew letters,

• introduce LÈ and
practice reading.

+
+

+
+



READ MORE ABOUT MAHIR
AND AVI
Read this story in the ususal man-
ner—you read the story and have
students to follow along with their

fingers. The story reviews the Hebrew expression
Shah!, which has been the core of this lesson.

PRACTICE USING HEBREW NAMES
Although short and
rather informal, this
is the first Daber
Ivrit lesson on
names. Have stu-
dents put their fin-
ger on line one.

Have them follow along as you read éá”àÂ éîÄLÀ

shmi Avi. Then have students repeat the process
as you read line two. Next point to yourself and
say “éîÄLÀ_________ (insert your name here).”
Now point to a students and ask “EîÀLÄ äîÈ Mah
shimkhah?” or “CîÅLÀ äîÈ Mah shmekh?” Even if
you don’t translate every word, students will fig-
ure out that you are asking “What is your name?”
They will also guess that they are supposed to
answer with “éîÄLÀ_________  (their Hebrew
name)”. Repeat the process until everyone under-
stands it and most students have had a chance to
answer. Have students copy their Hebrew name
onto this page.

TALK ABOUT THE HOME WORKBOOK
Ot la-Ba’ot comes with a unique Home Workbook.
Each in-class lesson has a matching two-page
homework assignment, ideally to be done with
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parents. The book remains at home and each
assignment is torn out and brought to class.

If the book is still in class, open to the second
page and have students write their name on the
éîÄLÀ line. Explain that they are to show the page
to their parents, complete the exercises, and tear
it out and bring it to class next session. Add,
“There will be two pages of homework to com-
plete and return for every session. Many of the
exercises will be fun for you to do!” 

If the book has already been sent home, hold up
your copy and show your students the work you
expect them to complete, the pages for Lesson
1a. Say, “You will need to teach your parents
about the letter L Shin and the vowel È
Kammatz. You will need to teach them how to
read LÈ ‘Sha’ and äLÈ ‘Shah.” You will also need
to tell them about all the Shin words you can
remember.” (Point to the bottom of the page and

show the column of images.) Explain that every-
thing can be checked on the web page.

CLOSURE
Use your posters and flash cards to
review the letter Shin, the vowel
Kammatz, the silent Hey, and our
four Shin words.

This is the end of Lesson 1a. We
have designed Ot la-Ba’ot to be taught in twenty-

one paired lessons. If you haven’t fin-
ished the lesson, don’t worry about
it. If you are way ahead, this will be
a perfect opportunity to do more
drill and reinforcement. Remember

these signs are here only to provide
general timing guidelines.

Use this page to

• read more about
Mahir and Avi;

• practice using
Hebrew names;

• talk about the
homework book;

• review the L Shin,
Shin words, 
ä Silent Hey, 
and È Kammatz.

!øöÊòÂ
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LESSON 1b BEGINS HERE

COLLECT THE HOMEWORK
Collect the home-
work from Lesson
1a. You will probably
not want to review it
in class because the
homework assign-
ments, by and large,

are oral and visual. You will want to make sure
the homework was done, that the students
enjoyed it, and that parents were able to join in.

Some options for reviewing homework include 

•grading assignments at home and returning
them next session;

•putting a star on every completed paper and
marking missing papers in your grade book;

•making an answer checking grid and assign-
ing one student a week to grade all the
papers, check them off on a list, and then
return to studying with the class.

REVIEW VOCABULARY
Ot la-Ba’ot is based on the idea of
exposing students to Hebrew
vocabulary and not insisting on
mastery. The more words students
remember, the easier time they will
have in learning to read. We try to
build lots of playful review into
every lesson. Be happy if most of

your students remember half of the words
because we are interested in building a Hebrew
environment, not in teaching them to speak
Hebrew.

PRACTICE READING äLÈ “SHAH” 
AND LÈ “SHA”

There are three lines of reading. Use
them creatively. Use them more
than once. Have groups read them
or hold reading competitions. Make
sure that the last lesson has been

refreshed, then move on.
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Do not name the letter ä at this point. Right now
you are teaching the silent ä found at the end of
words. Later in this book you will introduce the
name, sound and regular usage of the ä. 

Right now students are learning that there are at
least four different ways of writing down the
sound “sha.” We are teaching Hebrew a sound at
a time, not a letter at a time, because research
suggests it works better.

LEARN TWO NEW WAYS
OF FORMING äLÇ “SHAH”
AND LÇ “SHA”

Introduce the ÇÇÇ Patah. Explain that it is another
vowel that makes the same sound as the È
Kammatz. Practice reading on lines four to seven.
Use them creatively. Have fun.

LEARN TO WRITE THE L
Write the L on the chalkboard.
Make sure you emphasize the
strokes and the direction. Practice
using the strokes and the right-to-
left direction in the air before writ-

ing them in the book. Have students trace the let-
ters on the top line. Then invite students to write
their own letters on the bottom line. The next
homework pages include a writing practice. If
you want to use script, there are pages to photo-
copy at the back of this guide, as well as a script
edition of the Home Workbook.

Use this page to

• collect the
homework,

• review the
vocabulary from
last session,

• practice reading äLÈ
“shah” and LÈ
“sha”,

• learn two new ways
of forming äLÇ shah
and LÇ sha,

• learn to write L.

äLÇ LÇ

Note: Probably more than half of
this lesson will be spent on the
activities on this page.
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DIFFERENTIATE LETTERS THAT SAY äLÈ
“SHAH” FROM THOSE THAT DON’T
Have students complete this activity. Check it
visually. There is no way of going over it aloud
because students do not know how to pronounce
all the letter and vowel combinations.

EXPLAIN DABER IVRIT
There are ten Daber Ivrit
units scattered throughout
this book. These are intend-

ed to expose little bits of spoken
Hebrew and to make it clear that

Hebrew is the living language of the Jewish peo-
ple—especially in Israel. Each unit will begin with
an essay by eleven-year-old Micah and his moth-
er Tamar that talks about how life in Israel is dif-
ferent from life in North America. 

READ THE STORY AND
TALK ABOUT SHABBAT
This first Daber Ivrit lesson
talks about Shabbat. You may
want to begin by asking,
“What do you think Shabbat
is like in a Jewish country?”

Collect ideas and experiences and then read the
story. If you are using Daber Ivrit in second or
third grade, students may find Micah’s writing a
little hard. It may be good for you to read the
story and then stop from time to time to have
students complete the next word.

If you have been to Israel, this is a perfect time to
share an experience. If you have your own
Shabbat story or experience, this would also be a
perfect time to tell it.

Use this page to

• differentiate letters
that say äLÈ “shah”
(or those that make
the same sound)
from those that
don’t,

• Explain the concept
of Daber Ivrit,

• Read the story and
talk about Shabbat
in Israel.

øa•c
úéø‹áòÄ



SHABBAT
The first Hebrew word we

are going to learn how
to read is Shabbat. We

will be able to read it at
the end of Lesson 2b.

However, some of your students may already be
able to read it, especially if they have used a pre-
primer. 

In Ot la-Ba’ot we use phonetics as the primary
instructional mode. However, we know that
some students will lock on to whole words. We
empower those students. Here Shabbat is being
presented and foreshadowed before all of its let-
ters and vowels are introduced.

One of the ways people learn language is by tak-
ing what they know and guessing about the rest.
Ot la-Ba’ot is set up to invite guesses.

TALK ABOUT SHABBAT
Discuss the meaning of Shabbat. Establish that it
is a day of rest, which imitates God resting on the
seventh day.

INTRODUCE THE EIGHT
SHABBAT WORDS
Have students list the things used on
Erev Shabbat. As students mention
the eight words in this Daber Ivrit
lesson, show the vocabulary posters.

Say the name of the object in Hebrew and have
the students repeat it. Introduce any of the words
that were not mentioned.

Drill and review these words using the vocabu-
lary posters in playful ways. Consider using real
objects rather than vocabulary posters to intro-
duce and drill these words. 
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Use this page to

• talk about Shabbat,

• introduce eight
Shabbat words.



DRILL THE SHABBAT VOCABULARY
Make it clear to students that they can “read”
lines of icons (pictures) the same way they read
lines of words. Have them put their fingers on
the yad and trace the direction. 

Have students put their fingers on the first pic-
ture in line one. Have them name the picture.
Move to the second picture and do the same.
Now ask, “Who wants to read line one?” 

CLOSURE: REVIEW THE
SHABBAT AND SHIN
VOCABULARY
After you have finished “reading”
the lines on this page, move back to
the vocabulary posters. Slowly inte-

grate the words for Shabbat as you review the

Shin words. You can also review the name and
sound of the Shin, the Kammatz and the Patah. 

ASSIGN HOMEWORK
Assign the homework
for Lesson 1b. Say,
“You are going to get a
chance to see how
many of these Shabbat
words you can remem-

ber and to teach them to your par-
ents. You are also going to teach
them a new vowel, the Patah.
Remember, if you need help there

is a webpage.”

Use this page to

• drill the Shabbat
vocabulary,

• review the Shabbat
and Shin
vocabulary,

• assign homework.
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Unit 2
LESSON 2a LESSON 2b

Textbook pages pages 8-11 pages 12-15

Home Workbook Lesson 2a Lesson 2b

New Letters a z = ú

New Vowels

New Elements

Vocabulary úé‹a— äøBz
úñ–ð†kÀ úéa• ïéìÄéôÄz

äîÈéa” ç—etz—
äöÈéa•

Notes
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COLLECT THE
HOMEWORK
For the Home Workbook to
work, for homework to
become a regular process,

you must collect and care about it. You need not
devote a lot of time to grading it. You need not
go over it in class, but you must in one way or
another check that it was done and that it was
done with some attention. If you do not care, the
students will not continue doing the work. Now
is the time to make it clear that you will be moni-
toring the homework process.

INTRODUCING BET VOCABULARY
Precede the naming and identifying
of the letter Bet with Bet vocabu-
lary. Use either the photographs on
the right hand side of the page or
the vocabulary posters to see how
many of the Bet words your stu-
dents can name by themselves.
Review and drill the vocabulary.

Develop students’ familiarity with these words.
Most of your students should be able to say the
name of most of these items when shown a visu-
al prompt. REMEMBER: We are not asking
your students to read these words. They
know only one letter at this time. In this
task we are developing a semi-active

Hebrew noun vocabulary that will empower
their reading as they progress.

It is possible (if time allows) to show your stu-
dents the bimah in your Beit K’nesset and a nearby
bayit.

TEACHING HINT: With Bet we introduce a
problem—the association of images with mean-
ing. While it is clear that a beitzah is an egg, our
picture of a beit k’nesset could be a church or a
theater. Sometimes students will need to learn
the meaning of an image. Make sure they know
both that the picture is a beit k’nesset and that
your synagogue is also a beit k’nesset. While we
have tried to get the best images possible—some-
times you will need to say, “The building behind
the trees is a beit k’nesset, a synagogue (because it
doesn’t yet look like one to your students who
know very different architecture as representing
a synagogue). Do not be afraid to prompt the
English meaning if your students don’t seem to
get it. If you are clever, you may also be able to
make the meaning clear with only the Hebrew
word and some acting, pointing, or miming. You
will figure out your easiest path to this associa-
tion.

VOCABULARY REVIEW
Mix the new Bet words in with the already
exposed vocabulary from Shin and Shabbat. See
how many of these words your students also
remember.

LESSON 2A BEGINS HERE


